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Abstract

We examine the e�ect of payo� variations on cooperation in one-shot prisoner's

dilemma games. We focus on three factors: risk, temptation, and e�ciency, which

we vary as orthogonal treatments. We �nd that temptation has the largest impact on

cooperation. Temptation directly deters cooperation and indirectly harms coopera-

tion by lowering beliefs about the opponent's cooperativeness. E�ciency indirectly

a�ects cooperation through beliefs, but the magnitude of the e�ect is relatively small

compared to temptation. Risk does not have a signi�cant e�ect on cooperation. Our

�nding suggests that curbing the level of temptation is the most important way to

improve cooperation in social dilemmas. (JEL A13, C91)
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1. Introduction

A social dilemma is a situation in which there is a con�ict between individual

and collective interests. Cooperation enables everyone to attain higher payo�s but

each individual has a private incentive to unilaterally deviate from cooperation.

Many economic phenomena can be viewed as social dilemmas; for example, public

goods provision, e�ort provision in teams, and oligopolistic competition are social

dilemmas.

In this study we focus on the simplest social dilemma, the prisoner's dilemma

(henceforth PD) and study how payo�s in�uence cooperation. In a PD there

are two players who simultaneously choose whether to cooperate or defect. The

payo� matrix is shown in Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1: The Prisoner's Dilemma (PD)

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate R,R S, T

Defect T, S P, P

Note: T > R > P > S and 2R > T + S

Rapoport (1967) de�nes the prisoner's dilemma as satisfying the condition:

T > R > P > S. Thus, the payo� from mututal cooperation, R, is higher than

the payo� from mutual defection, P . However, because P > S, cooperation is a

"risky" choice, exposing the agent to being exploited by a defector. Also, because

T > R each agent is "tempted" to choose defection as it increases her payo� if

the other cooperates. With these parameters it is a dominant strategy to defect
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and the unique equilibrium of the game is for both players to defect. We focus

on prisoner's dilemma games that satisfy the additional condition 2R > T + S.

This condition ensures that mutual cooperation maximizes combined payo�s.

Experimental prisoner's dilemmas use monetary payo�s to create a game

in which subjects maximize their combined earnings by cooperating, but an

individual subject maximizes her own earnings by defecting. The model which

assumes narrowly self-interested agents, who maximize their own monetary payo�s,

predicts both subjects will defect for all payo�s that satisfy T > R > P >

S. Contrary to this prediction, experimental evidence clearly shows that some

subjects cooperate even in non-repeated interaction (e.g., Cooper et al., 1996;

Frank et al., 1993; Friedman and Oprea, 2012; Rapoport and Chammah, 1965;

Sally, 1995). Rapoport (1967) proposes an index of cooperation, the "K-index"

(R−P
T−S

), to predict how cooperation rates change with payo�s: the frequency of

cooperation is expected to increase with a higher K-index. Subsequent experiment-

al studies (e.g., Charness, Rigotti, and Rustichini, 2016; Mengel, 2018; Schmidt,

Shupp, Walker, Ahn and Ostrom, 2001) show that cooperation rates vary with

payo�s, and those empirical �ndings generally correspond to the prediction of the

K-index.

Three factors related to payo�s may a�ect cooperation in PDs. First, risk

refers to the danger a cooperator faces of being exploited by a defector: cooperating

against a defector leads to a cost of P −S. Second, temptation refers to the gains

to a defector from exploiting a cooperator: defecting against a cooperator leads

to a gain of T −R. Third, e�ciency refers to the gain of mutual cooperation: if

both choose to cooperate rather than to defect, this leads to a gain of R− P for
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each subject.

To measure the degree of risk, temptation, and e�ciency, we use Mengel's

(2018) indices. Mengel (2018) de�nes RISK (P−S
P

) as the percentage loss from

cooperating against a defector, TEMPT (T−R
T

) as the percentage gain from defecti-

ng against a cooperator, and EFF (R−P
R

) as the percentage gain from mutual

cooperation rather than mutual defection.1

This study empirically examines which of these three factors is the most

in�uential determinant of cooperation in PDs. Although the K-index serves

as a useful benchmark to explain how cooperation varies with payo�s, the K-

index cannot compare the relative e�ects of risk, temptation, and e�ciency on

cooperation because the K-index merges these three factors together into a single

index. Previous studies investigated the relative e�ects of distinct motives on

cooperation using their own payo� indices and di�erent payo�s, but there is mixed

evidence across studies. Ahn et al. (2001) �nd that "greed" (T−R
T−S

, an alternative

measure of temptation) has a larger e�ect on cooperation than "fear" (P−S
T−S

, an

alternative measure of risk). Charness et al. (2016) �nd that higher payo�s for

mutual cooperation are associated with increasing cooperation, whereas Mengel

(2018) �nds RISK best explains the variation of cooperation rates across one-shot

and stranger-matching games where payo�s di�er.

One of the possible reasons for contrasting results across studies could be the

signi�cant correlations between RISK, TEMPT, and EFF. To resolve this issue,

we construct payo� parameterizations so that the indices of RISK, TEMPT and

1 Other indices have been used in previous studies. See Murnighan and Roth (1983) for a
discussion of ten di�erent indices proposed in the previous literature.
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EFF are orthogonal across games. By introducing two distinct levels (low, high) of

RISK, TEMPT, and EFF, our experiment consists of eight PDs where these three

key variables are uncorrelated. Using this payo� parameterization, we implement

a within-subject experiment where all subjects make decisions in eight PDs. At

the end of the experiment subjects are paid on the basis of one, randomly selected,

game. To rule out confounding factors, such as belief updating, no feedback on

any of the individual games is provided until the end of the experiment. Our

experimental design allows us to investigate which factor has the largest e�ect on

subjects' decisions.

We �nd cooperation is signi�cantly lower in the high TEMPT games. Coopera-

tion also increases with EFF, but the e�ect size is notably smaller than TEMPT.

RISK has a very marginal and insigni�cant e�ect on cooperation. Overall, our

study contributes to the experimental literature that investigates the e�ect of

payo� variations on cooperation and identi�es the role of temptation as the most

in�uential factor.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. In Section II, we review

�ndings from the related literature. Section III presents our experimental design

and procedures. Section IV presents our results, and we conclude in Section V.

2. Related literature

In this section, we review related studies of the e�ect of payo� variations

on cooperation in prisoner's dilemma experiments. To measure the pure e�ect

of payo� variations on behavior we focus on one-shot games where there is
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no incentive for cooperation for strategic reasons, rather than on (�nitely and

in�nitely) repeated games.2 To our knowledge, nine studies examined the e�ect of

payo� variation on cooperation in prisoner's dilemmas. Eight of these implemented

laboratory experiments where di�erent payo�s were used in di�erent treatments,

with other factors held constant. The last study conducted a meta-analysis based

on a large number of prisoner's dilemma studies using di�erent payo� matrices.

2.1. Laboratory studies

Using a between-subjects design, Charness et al. (2016) conducted a one-

shot prisoner's dilemma experiment varying R across four treatments. They

found that average cooperation rates increase with R. However, note that both

EFF and TEMPT change as R changes: the treatment with the greatest R has

the highest level of EFF as well as the lowest level of TEMPT, whereas the

treatment with the smallest R has the lowest level of EFF and the highest

level of TEMPT. Therefore, it is di�cult to interpret the result of whether

increasing cooperation with increasing R is caused by either increasing e�ciency

or decreasing temptation or both. Our design avoids this ambiguity using orthogo-

nal levels of RISK, TEMPT, and EFF.

The following seven studies implemented within-subject experiments that

consist of multiple prisoner's dilemmas with varying payo�s. Engel and Zhurakho-

vska (2016) studied 11 one-shot PDs where P varied across games and T , S and

R were held constant. Each subject played all 11 PDs with no feedback between

2 For a discussion of experiments with in�nitely repeated games, see Dal Bó and Fréchette
(2018).
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games. The authors found that cooperation decreases as P increases. Note,

however, that TEMPT does not vary across the games, and the observed decrease

in cooperation may be due to either increasing RISK or decreasing EFF.

Three studies used designs in which subjects played a series of games against

randomly changing opponents, with payo�s varying across games. In Vlaev

and Chater (2006) the K-index varied across rounds and the cooperation rate

increased with the K-index. Ahn et al. (2001) and Schmidt et al. (2001) examined

the impact of variations in greed, (T−R
T−S

), and fear, (P−S
T−S

), on cooperation. These

two studies are closely related to our own as greed and fear are alternative

measures of temptation and risk (based on a di�erent normalisation to those

used in the TEMPT and RISK indices).3 Ahn et al. (2001) varied the payo�s

across four games by using high and low values of T and S but holding R and P

constant, whereas Schmidt et al. (2001) varied the values of R and P across six

games while keeping the values of T and S constant. These studies both found a

signi�cant e�ect of greed, but whereas Ahn et al. (2001) found that greed has a

greater impact than fear on cooperation, Schmidt et al. (2001) reported similar

e�ect sizes of greed and fear on cooperation. Note that all these three studies

provided feedback during the experiment, and therefore cooperation might be

a�ected by the outcome of previous games as well as by payo� changes. (Indeed,

the e�ect of feedback across game is the focus of Vlaev and Chater, and they

report signi�cant feedback e�ects.) Our design does not provide any feedback

until the end of the experiment to exclude the e�ect of feedback on decision-

3 Note that greed and fear do not completely disentangle the roles of temptation and risk
since both indices are in�uenced by variations in T and S through their denominators.
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making. Our study also di�ers from these studies in that we use Mengel's (2018)

indices of RISK, TEMPT, and EFF.

Au et al. (2012) and Ng and Au (2016) de�ne the relative risk of cooperation

(henceforth riskiness) as (R−S)
(R−S)+(T−P )

, and examine how riskiness and subjects'

risk attitudes a�ect cooperation. Au et al. (2012) employed 18, 16, and 28 PDs

in three experiments, while Ng and Au (2016) used 24 PDs. No feedback was

provided until the end of the experiment in either study. Both studies found

that the e�ect of riskiness of PDs depends on subjects's risk attitude: risk-averse

subjects are more likely to cooperate in a less risky game, while risk-seeking

subjects are more likely to cooperate in a riskier game. However, the measure of

riskiness does not disentangle risk, temptation, and e�ciency: riskiness increases

as T decreases or R increases. Therefore, increasing cooperation of risk-seeking

subjects with increasing riskiness might be caused by either decreasing temptation

or increasing e�ciency or both.

Lastly, a recent experimental study (Weber, mimeo) employed 17 one-shot

PDs, varying RISK, TEMPT, and EFF with no feedback on outcomes until the

end of the experiment. The focus of this study was the relationship between

individual cooperation and social value orientation under varying payo� conditions.

Weber found that after controlling for social value orientation, increasing TEMPT

signi�cantly reduces cooperation, and increasing EFF signi�cantly increases coope-

ration. This study also found that RISK does not have a signi�cant e�ect on

cooperation. Our design di�ers from this study in that, in our experiment,

variations in RISK, TEMPT and EFF are strictly orthogonal across treatments.

Overall, it is inconclusive from the �ndings of previous laboratory experiments
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which factor out of risk, temptation, and e�ciency is the most in�uential determi-

nant of cooperation.

2.2. Mengel's Meta-study

A recent meta-study (Mengel, 2018) used extensive data from existing prisoner's

dilemma studies to clarify how much of the variation in average cooperation rates

across studies can be explained by RISK, TEMPT and EFF.

We reanalyze the data of Mengel because some of the games do not meet our

PD criteria (T > R > P > S, and 2R > T + S). We report the results, using

the same reduced-form speci�cation as in Mengel (2018), in Table 1. Columns

(1)-(4) show the results of OLS regressions in which the dependent variables are

the average cooperation rates in one-shot and stranger matching games. Column

(1) consists of all one-shot and stranger-matching games in Mengel's data set.

Mengel also reported the results separately for studies with non-negative payo�s:

these are reported in column (2). In column (3), we exclude the games which do

not satisfy the condition of (T > R > P > S, and 2R > T +S) from column (1).

In column (4), we additionally dropped two games which have negative payo�s.

In columns (1)-(2), RISK and EFF are signi�cantly associated with cooperation

in social dilemmas, which reproduces the results of Mengel (2018, Table 3, p.

3193). However, these �ndings change in columns (3)-(4). As we restrict the

sample to those studies that satisfy our PD conditions, the e�ect of RISK on

cooperation becomes insigni�cant. The index of e�ciency (EFF) is signi�cant

in all speci�cations, but the coe�cient varies substantially across regressions.

Notably, TEMPT is not signi�cant in any of the regressions.
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Table 1: Average cooperation rate regressed on payo� indices

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All data All data
satisfying
S ≥ 0

All data
satisfying

T > R > P > S

& 2R > T + S

Same as (3)
& S ≥ 0

RISK -0.255*** -0.266*** -0.045 -0.127

(0.061) (0.058) (0.123) (0.125)

TEMPT 0.003 -0.013 -0.492 -0.283

(0.080) (0.074) (0.305) (0.300)

EFF 0.291*** 0.388*** 0.301* 0.469***

(0.089) (0.087) (0.149) (0.159)

Constant 0.370*** 0.343*** 0.304** 0.236*

(0.084) (0.080) (0.130) (0.136)

Adj R2 0.350 0.451 0.167 0.295

Obs. 73 71 36 34
Notes. Data source: Mengel (2018; stranger and one-shot games). All columns are
OLS regressions, and standard errors in parentheses. RISK: P−S

P , TEMPT: T−R
T , EFF:

R−P
R . ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

2.3. Discussion

Two key �ndings emerge from this summary of related studies. First, correlati-

ons between the key variables of RISK, TEMPT, and EFF make the interpretation

of treatment e�ects in these studies di�cult. For example, there is a strong

negative correlation between TEMPT and EFF in the games used in Charness

et al. (2016), a strong negative correlation between RISK and EFF in Schmidt

et al. (2001) and Au et al. (2012), and a strong negative correlation between

RISK and TEMPT in Ng and Au (2016). Second, the results from combining

data from multiple studies are sensitive to whether non-negative payo�s are used

and whether mutual cooperation leads to maximal combined earnings.
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Based on these observations, we design an experiment that has the following

important features. First, we construct payo� parameterizations in which the

variables of interest � RISK, TEMPT, and EFF indices � are orthogonal. Second,

we restrict attention to PDs with non-negative payo�s where mutual cooperation

maximizes combined earnings. In addition, we use a within-subject design where

each subject plays multiple PDs, with no feedback until the end of the experiment,

to examine how individual behavior changes with payo�s. The next section

provides details of the experimental design and procedures.

3. Experimental design and procedures

3.1. Experimental design

The experiment is based on a simple two-player prisoner's dilemma game.

Our main interest lies in exploring whether RISK, TEMPT, or EFF is the most

in�uential determinant of cooperation. To construct orthogonal payo� indices

in the simplest way, we set up two distinct levels � low and high � of RISK,

TEMPT, and EFF, respectively.

Table 2 shows the payo� parameterization used in the experiment. The

experiment consists of eight PDs that satisfy the conditions i) T > R > P > S,

ii) 2R > T + S, and iii) S > 0. With these constraints, 0 < RISK < 1, 0 < EFF

< 1, and 0 < TEMPT < 0.5.4 We chose payo�s so that the low and high levels

of RISK were 0.55 and 0.90, the low and high levels of TEMPT were 0.17 and

0.38, and the low and high levels of EFF were 0.20 and 0.60. Thus, the high

4 The upper bound of 0.5 for TEMPT is implied by the restriction 2R > T + S.
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levels of TEMPT and RISK are approximately double the low levels, while for

EFF the high level is triple the low level. The K-index is determined by the level

of RISK, TEMPT, and EFF, and varies across games. Game 1 (low RISK, low

TEMPT, high EFF) has the highest K-index of 0.59, while Game 8 (high RISK,

high TEMPT, low EFF) has the lowest K-index of 0.13.

Table 2: Payo� parameterization for 8 PDs

Game T R P S RISK TEMPT EFF K-index

G1 600 500 200 90 0.55 0.17 0.60 0.59

G2 600 500 200 20 0.90 0.17 0.60 0.52

G3 800 500 200 90 0.55 0.38 0.60 0.42

G4 800 500 200 20 0.90 0.38 0.60 0.38

G5 600 500 400 180 0.55 0.17 0.20 0.24

G6 600 500 400 40 0.90 0.17 0.20 0.18

G7 800 500 400 180 0.55 0.38 0.20 0.16

G8 800 500 400 40 0.90 0.38 0.20 0.13

Note: RISK: P−S
P , TEMPT: T−R

T , EFF: e�ciency R−P
R , K-index: R−P

T−S .

The payo�s were also chosen to be strictly positive multiples of ten in order

to avoid zero or non-rounded payo�s. R (500) is constant across all PDs, while

our experiment has two distinct values of T (600, 800) and P (200, 400), and four

distinct values of S (20, 90, 40, 180).

The implications of payo� indices' values are as follows. The value 0.55 (0.90)

of RISK implies that an individual who cooperates against a defector will incur a

55% (90%) loss of monetary payo� compared to the payo� from mutual defection.
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The value 0.17 (0.38) of TEMPT implies that an individual who defects against

a cooperator will accrue a 17% (38%) gain in monetary payo� compared to the

payo� from mutual cooperation. The value 0.60 (0.20) of EFF implies that an

individual will accrue a 60% (20%) gain in monetary payo� if both subjects

cooperate compared to the payo� from mutual defection.

3.2. Experimental procedures

We conducted the online interactive experiment in Spring 2019 using MTurk.

Subjects were residents of the United States. We conducted �ve sessions with

a total of 160 participants. None of the subjects participated in more than one

session. After reading the instructions and passing the control questions, each

participant was paired with another subject.

Each pair played all eight games of Table 2. To control for potential order

e�ects, we randomized the sequence of games at the pair level. Subjects completed

two tasks in each game: a decision task and a belief elicitation task. Both the

decision task and the belief elicitation task were presented on the same screen. In

the decision task, they simply chose whether to cooperate or to defect. Decisions

were neutrally labelled as options A and B, with labeling randomly chosen at

the pair level in each game so that the cooperative decision was labeled A in

some games and B in others. In the (non-incentivized) belief elicitation task

we asked subjects to report the probability (between 0 and 100 percent) that

their opponent will choose option A. Subjects could complete the tasks in either

order, but to control for potential presentation e�ects, we randomized whether

the decision task or belief task appeared at the top of the screen at the pair level.
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For each PD, subjects had to answer eight additional control questions about

the payo�s before making decisions or reporting beliefs. These additional control

questions were intended to ensure that subjects understood the implications of

their decisions and recognized the payo� changes across games.

Subjects did not receive any feedback on the other's choice or the outcome

of each PD until the end of the experiment. Once subjects completed the tasks

for all games, we asked them to complete a short post-experimental questionnaire

eliciting basic demographic information. This included a self-assessment of subjects'

political orientation, using an 11-point left-right scale that is frequently used in

surveys (e.g., Costa Lobo and Curtice, 2015; Kroh, 2007).

We implemented the experiment using the software LIONESS (Giamattei,

Yahosseini, Gächter and Molleman, 2020). Subjects were paired with another

participant on a real-time basis and they conducted each task at the same time.

This implies a subject had to wait until the opponent made a decision to proceed

to the next game. As subjects needed to wait until their opponent made a

decision, long waiting times could increase the risk of reduced attention. We took

the following measures to retain attention and encourage successful completion

of the experiment. Before participants entered the experiment, we told them

to avoid distractions during the experiment. In addition, participants who were

inactive for more than 30 seconds (i.e. no mouse movement or no keyboard input)

got an alert voice message and a blinking text on their browser. If an inactive

participant did not respond to the alert message for a further 30 seconds, such an

inactive participant was removed from the experiment and the remaining person

was able to continue the experiment.
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At the end of the experiment, one out of eight games was randomly chosen

for payment. Subjects were reminded of their choices and informed about the

outcome for the randomly chosen game. If both subjects completed the entire

experiment, they were paid according to the outcome of the randomly chosen

game. If one of the pair had dropped out during the experiment, the computer

randomly selected the payo�-relevant game for the remaining subject. Then the

computer randomly selected one out of four monetary outcomes (i.e. T , R, P or

S) of the chosen game for payment to the remaining subject. We explained this

payment scheme clearly in the instructions.

As is commonplace in online experiments, there was a non-negligible attrition

rate: 39 out of 160 subjects (24%) dropped out during the experiment.5 For

subjects who completed the experiment, the average age was 34 years (between

18 and 64 years) and 50% were female. Subjects' earnings ranged from $1.20

to $9.00, averaging $5.00. On average, the experiment lasted about 30 minutes,

including the completion of a post-experimental questionnaire. Subjects were

informed of their payment immediately upon completion of the experiment and

were paid within 24 hours.

4. Results

The following analysis is structured to discuss our main research questions:

First, are subjects sensitive to payo� variations in their decision-making? If so,

which variable among risk, temptation, and e�ciency a�ects cooperation most?

5 The dropout rate in our experiment is not too di�erent from that of similar interactive
online experiments. For example, Arechar et al. (2018) report a 20% dropout rate in their
interactive 4-player public goods game.
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Lastly, are our results robust to using other indices? For our analysis, we only

include the decisions of subjects who completed the experiment: thus our data

set consists of 968 observations (121 subjects × eight games).

4.1. Descriptive analysis

We examine how many subjects change their decision across eight games: 17%

always defect, 13% always cooperate, and the remaining 70% of subjects choose

cooperation and defection at least once. We refer to the 70% of subjects who

change their decisions across games as "switchers" for the rest of the analysis.

On average, switchers cooperate in four out of eight games. The �nding that a

majority of subjects change their decisions across games suggests that variation

in RISK, TEMPT, or EFF might be signi�cantly associated with individual

cooperation.

Next, we review aggregate cooperation rates across eight games. The average

cooperation rate is 49%. Games 1 and 2 (which both have low TEMPT and

high EFF) show signi�cantly higher cooperation rates than the other games,

while cooperation rates across G3-G8 are not signi�cantly di�erent.6 Fig. 2

illustrates aggregate cooperation rates depending on the level of each payo� index.

Aggregate cooperation rates in the low TEMPT is always greater than in the high

TEMPT (Fig. 2(a)). For RISK (Fig. 2(b)) and EFF (Fig. 2(c)), the relationship

between aggregate cooperation rates and these indices is less clear compared to

TEMPT: the variance of cooperation rates increases as RISK or EFF increases.

6 We can strongly reject the hypothesis that all games have a similar e�ect on cooperation
(Cochran's Q test, p = 0.0001). However, we cannot reject this hypothesis if we exclude games
1 and 2.
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Fig. 2: Aggregate cooperation rates with TEMPT, RISK, and EFF

(a) TEMPT (b) RISK (c) EFF

Note: TEMPT: T−R
T , RISK: P−S

P , EFF: R−P
R .

To examine how cooperation rates are a�ected by the variation in each payo�

index holding other payo� indices constant, we compare the games one by one

(Fig. 3). First, we �nd that average cooperation rates vary more with TEMPT

(Fig. 3(a)) than with RISK (Fig. 3(b)) or EFF (Fig. 3(c)). In Panel (a), we see

that cooperation rates for the low TEMPT are on average 11 percentage points

higher than for the high TEMPT (with di�erences ranging from 5 percentage

points to 20 percentage points depending on the levels of the other indices). In

contrast, cooperation rates for the low RISK are only on average 3 percentage

points higher than for the high RISK (with di�erences ranging from 2 percentage

points to 7 percentage points). Cooperation rates for the high EFF are 6 percenta-

ge points higher than for low EFF (with di�erences ranging from 2 percentage

points to 12 percentage points).
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Fig. 3: Comparison of aggregate cooperation rates between PDs

Panel (a). low vs high TEMPT

low EFF high EFF

low RISK

high RISK

Panel (b). low vs high RISK

low EFF high EFF

low TEMPT

high TEMPT

Panel (c). low vs high EFF

low TEMPT high TEMPT

low RISK

high RISK



Second, the e�ect of TEMPT is substantially a�ected by the level of EFF.

Increasing TEMPT leads to a greater reduction in cooperation rates when EFF is

high than when EFF is low. Third, the e�ect of EFF is also substantially a�ected

by the level of TEMPT. Increasing EFF leads to a greater increase in cooperation

rates when TEMPT is low than when TEMPT is high. Lastly, increasing RISK

has marginal e�ects on cooperation rates regardless of the levels of TEMPT and

EFF.

4.2. Regression analysis

In this section, we use a regression approach to analyze the relationship

between individual decisions to cooperate and payo� indices. Table 3 shows the

results of random e�ect probit regressions: Column (1) examines how cooperation

varies with the K-index, while Column (2) reports the e�ects of the RISK,

TEMPT, and EFF payo� indices. Columns (3) and (4) provide corresponding

regression results for the subsample of switchers.

First of all, the K-index has a highly signi�cant e�ect on cooperation. Based

on the complete sample, the marginal e�ect of K-index is 0.296, which implies

that the probability of cooperation increases by about 3 percentage points when

the K-index rises by 0.1 points. The �nding that the cooperation rate increases

with the K-index is in line with the existing PD literature (e.g., Balliet and Van

Lange, 2013; Moisan et al., 2018; Murphy and Ackermann, 2015, Vlaev and

Chater, 2006).

Second, the signs of coe�cients for RISK, TEMPT, and EFF correspond to

the prediction of the K-index: the coe�cients of RISK and TEMPT are negative
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and the coe�cient of EFF is positive. Without considering their signi�cance,

these coe�cients imply that subjects are more likely to cooperate when (1) the

degree of risk decreases, (2) the degree of temptation decreases, or (3) the degree

of e�ciency increases.

Table 3: Determinants of cooperative choice in PDs (1)

(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

K-index 0.296*** 0.434***

(0.080) (0.112)

RISK -0.065 -0.098

(0.061) (0.088)

TEMPT -0.530*** -0.765***

(0.114) (0.154)

EFF 0.138** 0.206**

(0.069) (0.099)

Round -0.014** -0.015*** -0.020** -0.022***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.008)

Observations 968 968 680 680

Log-likelihood -536.5 -531.1 -446.0 -440.6

BIC 1,100.5 1,103.5 918.2 920.4

Pseudo R2 0.019 0.029 0.024 0.036

Notes: Average marginal e�ects from random e�ect probit regression with standard

errors clustered on individuals. K-index: R−P
T−S , TEMPT: T−R

T , RISK: P−S
P , EFF: R−P

R .
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

Third, switchers are more sensitive to payo� variations (columns (3) and

(4)). For switchers, who represent 70% of subjects, the e�ect sizes of the K-

index (0.434), and the RISK (-0.098), TEMPT (-0.765), and EFF (0.206) indices

are approximately 1.5 times greater than the e�ect sizes based on the complete

sample.

Fourth, TEMPT has a signi�cantly larger impact on cooperation than RISK

and EFF. In the regression based on the complete sample (Column (2)) the
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marginal e�ect of TEMPT is -0.530, compared with much smaller e�ect sizes for

EFF (0.138) and RISK (-0.065), and TEMPT and EFF are signi�cant at the

1% and 5% levels, respectively, whereas RISK is not signi�cant. Similarly, for

switchers (Column (4)) TEMPT has a much larger e�ect size than EFF or RISK,

and again TEMPT and EFF are signi�cant at the 1% and 5% levels respectively,

while RISK is insignifcant.

Lastly, we observe a mild decreasing round e�ect: the probability of cooperati-

on decreases by 1.4 - 2.2 percentage points from one game to the next.

2.1. Cooperation and beliefs

We consider two channels by which the indices may a�ect cooperation. First,

a player's belief about the opponent's choice could be in�uenced by payo�s, and

this in turn may a�ect the player's own choice. Second, even if a player's beliefs

do not change in response to a change in payo�, the change in payo� may directly

a�ect a player's willingness to cooperate. In this subsection, we examine these

two channels.

In Table 4, we examine how payo� indices a�ect a player's subjective beliefs

about the probability with which the opponent will cooperate. Columns (1)-(2)

provide the results for all subjects, and columns (3)-(4) provide the results for

the subsample of switchers. Column (1) shows that beliefs that the opponent will

cooperate increase with the K-index: beliefs increase by about 1.6 percentage

points when the K-index increases by 0.1 point, and this e�ect is signi�cant at

the 1% level. Column (2) shows that this is driven by the signi�cant e�ects of

TEMPT and EFF. A 0.1 point decrease in TEMPT increases belief by about 2
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percentage points, while a 0.1 point increase in EFF increases belief by about 1

percentage point. Both these e�ects are signi�cant at the 5% level. RISK has an

insigni�cant e�ect on subjective beliefs.

Columns (3) and (4) shows that the e�ect sizes are larger for the subsample of

switchers, but the overall pattern is similar. Beliefs are more sensitive to TEMPT

than to EFF or RISK, and TEMPT is now signi�cant at the 1% level, whereas

EFF is still signi�cant at the 5% level and RISK is still insigni�cant.

In all regressions we �nd a decreasing round e�ect: beliefs about opponent's

cooperation decay 1.2-1.5 percentage points from one game to the next, and this

e�ect is signi�cant at the 1% level.

Table 4: Determinants of beliefs in PDs

(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

K-index 0.157*** 0.188***

(0.048) (0.061)

RISK 0.002 0.042

(0.053) (0.064)

TEMPT -0.201** -0.275***

(0.080) (0.103)

EFF 0.099** 0.119**

(0.042) (0.053)

Round -0.012*** -0.013*** -0.014*** -0.015***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005)

Observations 968 968 680 680

Log-likelihood -124.9 -123.6 -95.0 -92.7

BIC 284.2 295.3 222.7 231.0

R2 0.016 0.018 0.023 0.029

Notes: Random e�ects panel regression with standard errors clustered on individuals.

K-index: R−P
T−S , TEMPT: T−R

T , RISK: P−S
P , EFF: R−P

R . ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05,
*p < 0.1
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Next, we examine how payo� indices and a player's subjective beliefs a�ect

cooperation. Table 5 reports the results of random e�ects probit regressions of the

decision to cooperate on payo� indices, controlling for beliefs. Again we report

separate regressions based on the complete sample (Columns (1)-(2)) and the

subsample of switchers (Columns (3)-(4)).

First of all, subjective beliefs about the opponent's cooperativeness are signi�c-

antly associated with cooperation. As beliefs increase, the probability of cooperati-

on increases: the coe�cients range from 0.377 to 0.424 across columns (1) - (4),

which implies that the probability of cooperation increase by 3.8 ∼ 4.2 percentage

points as beliefs increase by 10 percentage points. The signi�cant relation between

belief and choice is in line with the �ndings of previous social dilemma studies

(e.g., Croson, 2007; Gächter and Renner, 2018; Neugebauer, Perote, Schmidt,

and Loos, 2009; Nosenzo, Gächter, Renner, and Sefton, 2012).

Second, even after controlling for beliefs, the K-index and TEMPT have

a signi�cant e�ect on cooperation. Similar to the regression results without

controlling beliefs, the probability of cooperation increases with the K-index

but decreases with TEMPT. After controlling for beliefs, cooperation is not

signi�cantly a�ected by RISK or EFF.
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Table 5: Determinants of cooperative choice in PDs (2)

(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

K-index 0.254*** 0.357***

(0.085) (0.112)

RISK -0.084 -0.121

(0.065) (0.086)

TEMPT -0.490*** -0.669***

(0.115) (0.147)

EFF 0.105 0.154

(0.074) (0.099)

Round -0.010 -0.012* -0.014* -0.017**

(0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.008)

Belief 0.385*** 0.377*** 0.424*** 0.415***

(0.072) (0.072) (0.081) (0.081)

Observations 968 968 680 680

Log-likelihood -508.6 -504.2 -425.1 -420.5

BIC 1,051.7 1,056.5 882.7 886.5

Pseudo R2 0.070 0.078 0.070 0.080

Notes: Average marginal e�ects from random e�ect probit regression with standard

errors clustered on individuals. K-index: R−P
T−S , TEMPT: T−R

T , RISK: P−S
P , EFF: R−P

R .
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1

In summary, we �nd that TEMPT is the most in�uential determinant of

cooperation and it has both direct and indirect e�ects on cooperation. Increasing

TEMPT directly deters cooperation in the sense that even if a subject's expectati-

ons about the opponent's choice does not change, subjects are less willing to

cooperate. In addition, increasing TEMPT has an indirect e�ect discouraging

cooperation because it reduces a subject's expectation of their opponent's coopera-

tiveness, and this makes them less likely to cooperate. Increasing EFF also

increases cooperation, but the e�ect size is much smaller and works only through

this indirect channel that increasing EFF strengthens the belief about the oppone-

nt's cooperativeness.
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4.3. Robustness-checks

So far we have examined the e�ect of risk, temptation, and e�ciency by using

Mengel's (2018) payo� indices. In Appendix A, we report a number of robustness

checks. First, we show that these results are robust to the inclusion of session

dummies and additional control variables (Table A1). We �nd that the e�ect

sizes and signi�cance of payo� indices are essentially unchanged, and that session

dummies (Wald test, χ2 = 4.10, p = 0.392), individual characteristics (i.e. age,

gender, political orientation, MTurk experience, employment, education, income

level, ethnicity) (χ2 = 8.08, p = 0.621), and task characteristics (labeling of

cooperative choice as A or B, task order dummies) (χ2 = 3.13, p = 0.210) are all

jointly insigni�cant.

Second, we employ other payo� indices from the previous studies that are

comparable to RISK and TEMPT: fear, greed, normalized loss and gain (Table

A2). We �nd that greed and normalized gain, which are related to temptation,

are highly signi�cant and have a greater impact on cooperation than fear and

normalized loss, which are related to risk.

5. Discussions and conclusions

We examine which of risk, temptation, and e�ciency is the most in�uential

determinant of cooperation in experimental prisoner's dilemmas. To do this

we have subjects play eight one-shot prisoner's dilemma games where payo�

parameters vary across games so that indices of risk, temptation and e�ciency

vary orthogonally.
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We �nd that the measure of temptation has a signi�cantly negative impact on

cooperation. This is the case using our preferred index of temptation, "TEMPT"

(Mengel, 2018), but is also the case using alternative measures of temptation

("greed" and "normalized gain"). A majority of subjects are sensitive to the level

of temptation: such subjects cooperate more often when the level of temptation is

low but defect more often when the level of temptation is high. Cooperation rates

also increase with e�ciency, though the e�ect size is much smaller. Cooperation

does not vary signi�cantly with risk. Therefore, this �nding suggests that curbing

the level of temptation is the most important way to improve cooperation in social

dilemmas.

This �nding supports previous studies (Ahn et al., 2001; Schmidt et al.,

2001; Weber, mimeo) that also found increasing temptation signi�cantly reduces

cooperation. It also in line with Ahn et al. (2001) which reported a larger impact

of greed than fear. Note that our results are similar to Ahn et al. (2001) despite

the fact that the levels of RISK and TEMPT used in our experiment are quite

di�erent from those used in Ahn et al. (2001) (the levels of (low RISK, high RISK,

low TEMPT, high TEMPT) are (0.55, 0.90, 0.17, 0.38) in our study compared

with (0.17, 0.67, 0.09, 0.29) in Ahn et al. (2001)).

The next question that follows from our �ndings is: Why do subjects change

their decisions with the degree of temptation or e�ciency? We examine whether

the e�ect of payo� indices on cooperation can be explained by using beliefs

as a mediating variable. That is switchers might switch to defecting when

TEMPT increases because they become more pessimistic about their opponent's

cooperativeness, or they might switch to cooperating when EFF increases because
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they become more optimistic about their opponent's cooperativeness.

Subjects' beliefs do indeed change with the payo� indices: subjects expect

others to be more cooperative when e�ciency is high or temptation is low. When

we examine the e�ect of indices, controlling for beliefs, we �nd that TEMPT is

still signi�cant. Thus, we conclude that increasing temptation directly reduces

willingness to cooperate, independently of expectations of others' behavior.

Overall, our results suggest that both individual preferences over outcomes

and beliefs about the opponent's choice a�ect cooperation in simultaneous prisoner's

dilemmas. Further research could separate out the role of preferences and beliefs

by studying how cooperation is a�ected by payo� variations in sequential prisoner's

dilemmas, where second-movers directly observe �rst-movers' decisions and do not

need to construct beliefs about their opponent's behavior.
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Appendix A. Robustness Checks

Table A1 provides regression results using K-index or RISK, TEMPT, and EFF

indices, beliefs, task characteristics, individual characteristics and session dummies

as explanatory variables. Table A2 provides regression results using alternative

payo� indices to RISK and TEMPT.

Table A1: Determinants of cooperative choice in PDs (1)

(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

K-index 0.234*** 0.331***

(0.087) (0.116)

RISK -0.061 -0.099

(0.065) (0.088)

TEMPT -0.468*** -0.643***

(0.117) (0.152)

EFF 0.095 0.141

(0.075) (0.101)

Round -0.009 -0.011* -0.014 -0.017*

(0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.009)

Belief 0.425*** 0.417*** 0.472*** 0.460***

(0.071) (0.070) (0.079) (0.079)

1



(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

B = Coop. 0.052 0.050 0.045 0.041

(0.035) (0.035) (0.045) (0.045)

BeliefThenChoice -0.034 -0.030 -0.036 -0.032

(0.028) (0.027) (0.038) (0.037)

age 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.001

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

female 0.059 0.059 0.094* 0.094*

(0.057) (0.058) (0.051) (0.051)

politics 0.016* 0.015* 0.007 0.007

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Mturk exp. 0.010 0.010 -0.026 -0.026

(0.062) (0.062) (0.057) (0.057)

full-time -0.009 -0.008 -0.002 -0.000

(0.062) (0.062) (0.057) (0.057)

higher -0.052 -0.052 -0.015 -0.015

education (0.063) (0.063) (0.056) (0.057)

income -0.014 -0.014 -0.003 -0.003

≥ $50,000 (0.068) (0.068) (0.064) (0.064)

Ethnicity- baseline: White

Asian 0.031 0.031 0.032 0.031

(0.098) (0.098) (0.066) (0.065)

Black 0.056 0.054 0.017 0.015

or African (0.083) (0.082) (0.098) (0.098)

Latin -0.025 -0.027 0.100 0.098

American (0.137) (0.136) (0.111) (0.111)

Session - baseline: Session 1

Session 2 0.160* 0.160* 0.072 0.071

(0.094) (0.094) (0.080) (0.081)

Session 3 -0.032 -0.033 -0.051 -0.052

(0.076) (0.076) (0.077) (0.077)

Session 4 0.052 0.054 -0.019 -0.020

(0.080) (0.080) (0.075) (0.075)

Session 5 -0.003 -0.000 -0.057 -0.056

(0.085) (0.084) (0.084) (0.083)
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(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

Observations 912 912 640 640

Log-likelihood -470.4 -466.5 -396.1 -392.0

BIC 1,084.0 1,089.7 927.8 932.6

Pseudo R2 0.091 0.099 0.082 0.092

Notes: Average marginal e�ects from random e�ect probit regression with standard
errors clustered on individuals. K-index: R−P

T−S , RISK:
P−S
P , TEMPT: T−R

T , EFF: R−P
R .

B=Coop. is an indicator variable for whether the cooperative action was labelled as
option B. BeliefThenChoice indicates the belief elication is placed in the upper section and
the decision task in the lower section of the screen. Mturk.exp indicates the subject has
taken part in previous MTurk experiments more than "Once or Twice". Education (Less
than a high school degree, High school Diploma, Vocational training, Attended College,
Undergraduate, Graduate school, Doctoral or further), Ethnicity (American Indian or
Alaska Native, Asian, Black of American African, Native Hawaiian or Other Paci�c
Islander, White, Latin American, Others), Employment (Full-time worker, Part-time
worker, Unemployed, Student, Retired, Self-employed, Homemaker, Unable to work),
Income (Less than $29,999, $30,000 ∼ $49,999, $50,000 ∼ $69,999, $70,000 ∼ $89,999,
$90,000 or more) Politics (0 to 10, 0 means the most left and 10 means the most right).
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table A2: Determinants of cooperative choice in PDs (2)

(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

Fear -0.141 -0.208

(0.095) (0.129)

Greed -0.457*** -0.632***

(0.113) (0.149)

Normalized loss 0.005 0.005

(0.013) (0.017)

Normalized gain -0.041*** -0.056***

(0.015) (0.021)

Round -0.011* -0.010 -0.016* -0.016*

(0.007) (0.007) (0.009) (0.009)

Belief 0.417*** 0.427*** 0.460*** 0.473***

(0.070) (0.070) (0.078) (0.079)

B = Coop. 0.052 0.052 0.044 0.044

(0.034) (0.034) (0.045) (0.044)

BeliefThenChoice -0.033 -0.033 -0.036 -0.035

(0.027) (0.028) (0.037) (0.038)

age 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.001

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

female 0.059 0.059 0.094* 0.094*

(0.058) (0.057) (0.051) (0.051)

politics 0.015* 0.016* 0.007 0.007

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Mturk exp. 0.009 0.010 -0.027 -0.026

(0.062) (0.062) (0.057) (0.057)

full-time -0.009 -0.009 -0.001 -0.001

(0.062) (0.062) (0.057) (0.057)

higher -0.051 -0.053 -0.015 -0.016

education (0.063) (0.063) (0.057) (0.056)

income -0.014 -0.013 -0.003 -0.003

≥ $50,000 (0.068) (0.068) (0.064) (0.064)
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(1) All (2) All (3) Switcher (4) Switcher

Ethnicity- baseline: White

Asian 0.030 0.032 0.030 0.033

(0.098) (0.098) (0.066) (0.066)

Black 0.055 0.055 0.016 0.016

or African (0.083) (0.083) (0.099) (0.099)

Latin -0.025 -0.025 0.100 0.099

American (0.136) (0.136) (0.111) (0.110)

Session - baseline: Session 1

Session 2 if 0.159* 0.159* 0.071 0.072

(0.094) (0.094) (0.081) (0.080)

Session 3 if -0.034 -0.032 -0.053 -0.051

(0.077) (0.076) (0.077) (0.077)

Session 4 if 0.054 0.052 -0.019 -0.020

(0.080) (0.079) (0.075) (0.075)

Session 5 if -0.001 -0.003 -0.056 -0.057

(0.085) (0.085) (0.084) (0.084)

Observations 912 912 640 640

Log-likelihood -467.2 -470.6 -392.9 -396.4

BIC 1,084.4 1,091.2 928.0 934.9

Pseudo R2 0.097 0.091 0.090 0.082

Notes: Average marginal e�ects from random e�ect probit regression with standard
errors clustered on individuals. Fear: P−S

T−S , Greed:
T−R
T−S , Normalized loss:

P−S
R−P , Normalized

gain: T−R
R−P . B=Coop. is an indicator variable for whether the cooperative action was

labelled as option B. BeliefThenChoice indicates the belief elication is placed in the upper
section and the decision task in the lower section of the screen. Mturk.exp indicates the
subject has taken part in previous MTurk experiments more than "Once or Twice".
Education (Less than a high school degree, High school Diploma, Vocational training,
Attended College, Undergraduate, Graduate school, Doctoral or further), Ethnicity (American
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black of American African, Native Hawaiian or Other
Paci�c Islander, White, Latin American, Others), Employment (Full-time worker, Part-
time worker, Unemployed, Student, Retired, Self-employed, Homemaker, Unable to work),
Income (Less than $29,999, $30,000 ∼ $49,999, $50,000 ∼ $69,999, $70,000 ∼ $89,999,
$90,000 or more) Politics (0 to 10, 0 means the most left and 10 means the most right).
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Appendix B. Experimental Instructions 

 

Welcome 

 

Thank you for accepting this HIT. To complete this HIT, you must make some decisions. 

Including the time for reading these instructions, the HIT will take about 30 minutes to 

complete. If you are using a desktop or laptop to complete this HIT, we recommend that you 

maximize your browser screen (press F11) before you start.  

 

It is important that you complete this HIT without interruptions. During the HIT, please do not 

close this window or get distracted from the task. If you close your browser or leave the 

task, you will not be able to re-enter and we will not be able to pay you.  

 

In this HIT, you will be matched with one other participant. Each of you will make decisions 

for 8 decision situations. In each situation, each of you will earn Tokens depending on your 

decisions.  

 

At the end of the HIT, one of the decision situations will be randomly chosen. Your earnings 

from this situation will be converted from Tokens to Dollars at a rate of 100 Tokens = $ 1. 

This will be added to your participation fee of $1.00. Depending on your decisions, you 

may make up to $8.00 more in addition to the $1.00 participation fee. In the same way, 

Tokens earned by the person matched with you in that same situation will also be converted 

to Dollars at a rate of 100 Tokens = $ 1.  

 

You will receive a code to collect your payment via MTurk upon completion. 

Please click "Continue" to start the HIT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INSTRUCTIONS 

The HIT consists of 8 decision situations.  

Each decision situation will be presented on a screen like the example screen below.  

 

You and the other person will be making choices between A and B. Your earnings are the 

values in the green circle, and the other person's earnings are the values in the blue circle. The 

table is read as follows: 

 

● If you choose A and the other person chooses A, you will earn 200 Tokens and the 

other person will earn 200 Tokens.          

● If you choose A and the other person chooses B, you will earn 0 Tokens and the other 

person will earn 300 Tokens.   

● If you choose B and the other person chooses A, you will earn 300 Tokens and the 

other person will earn 0 Tokens. 

● If you choose B and the other person chooses B, you will earn 100 Tokens and the 

other person will earn 100 Tokens.   

             

Please note that the values in the table will differ in each decision situation.  

 

 



 

Tasks 

In each decision situation, you must complete two types of tasks, which we will refer to below 

as the “decision” and “prediction”.  

● For the “decision” task, you will see the following screen and you must choose A or B:  

 

● For the “prediction” task, you will see the following screen and you must indicate how 

likely you think it is that the other person will choose A: 

 

During the HIT, you will not receive any feedback on the other person's choice or the outcomes 

of the decision situations.  

Your dollar earnings  

On completion of the HIT, you will be paid your participation fee of $ 1.  

In addition, one of the decision situations will be randomly chosen for your additional dollar 

earnings. Your earnings and the other person’s earnings will be determined depending on 

choices of you and the other person in that situation. Two examples should make this clear. 

Example 1. Assume that you choose A and the other person matched with you chooses A in 

the above example screen. As a consequence, you will earn 200 Tokens and the other person 

will earn 200 Tokens.  

Example 2. Assume that you choose B and the other person matched with you chooses A in 

the above example screen. As a consequence, you will earn 300 Tokens and the other person 

will earn 0 Tokens. 

 



 

At the end of the HIT 

On completion of the HIT, one of the decision situations will be randomly chosen as explained 

above. You will be informed of your choices and earnings for that decision situation, and you 

will be paid these earnings in addition to your participation fee. 

Note that we will not be able to pay you if you do not complete the HIT. If the person you are 

matched with does not complete the HIT, the computer will randomly select one of the four 

possible earnings in the randomly chosen decision situation, and you will be paid these earnings 

in addition to your participation fee.   

Your participation fee and the additional earnings will be paid to you within two working days.  


